**Style and Purpose**

Refreshing or changing an aircraft interior is an exciting occasion. It gives you as an owner or operator of an aircraft the opportunity to create an environment tailored to optimize your travel experience while reflecting your unique image. Whether it’s an office in the sky, a living room environment, or a blend of both, our designers and craftsmen take great pride in precisely bringing your vision to life.

Years of experience has taught us that to obtain consistently beautiful and long-lasting results, we must utilize vigorous process management and maintain extraordinary thoroughness throughout the work. Our interior creative and execution structure encompasses the following key steps:

- Understanding your vision and budget
- Developing an interior design
- Formulating advanced technology solutions where applicable
- Engineering and certifying the options to be incorporated
- Maintaining a detailed task and schedule plan
- Processing arrival of the aircraft
- Executing the interior refurbishment
- Securing customer input and acceptance of the work throughout the process
- Returning the aircraft to service
- Supporting the customer after delivery of the aircraft

These steps are aimed at delivering style and quality on time and on budget. We work in tandem with our suppliers and the resources of Greenwich AeroGroup to optimize flexibility for our customers within these objectives. For example, we work with suppliers to secure options that require minimum lead time. We can also leverage our FAA ODA (Organization Designation Authorization) and engineering team to better control and minimize certification duration of new or customized installations. Our goal is to be adaptable to meet your requirements, timeline and budget.
Options Abound

There are abundant options to choose from today to update your interior. Choices can be daunting which is why we have experts to help you think through options that impact form, function and aesthetics.

We start by understanding how the aircraft is being used including variables such as who utilizes the aircraft, what services and amenities are used or requested, what is the desired setting (business, entertainment, quiet time and relaxation, etc.) and what is the preferred style of the key passengers. We also can gain valuable insight by reviewing likes/dislikes of the current aircraft cabin and we seek budget parameters to ensure our recommendations are an all-around good fit. Ideally, these discussions are held in one of our showrooms but can also be held at your preferred location. We like to think of this phase as “old friends catching up” as it is all about getting to know you.

From owners that have an inkling of what they want to those who know exactly what they are looking for, our interior team explores all the options with you and makes recommendations based on your wants, needs, time and budget.

It’s All About You

Cabin style and finish speak volumes about the personality of their owners. Since most everyone has unique styles and needs, we believe that our approach should provide freedom of choice while safeguarding safety, quality, budget and delivery date. The core of this process is you. Our mission is to listen to you and then ask questions to ensure that your expectations are achieved under the highest standards.

Our promise to you includes:

- Getting to know you
- Proposing materials, fabrics, etc., that reflect your taste and personality
- Planning the details of the work to meet agreed upon schedule (in phases or all at once)
- Communicating with you every step of the way
- Giving you access to shops and experienced craftsman to answer questions throughout the process
- Leveraging all our MRO capabilities to make your aircraft downtime most productive (maintenance, avionics, component repair and overhauls, paint, etc.)
- Delivering style and quality on-time and on-budget
- Supporting you once you take ownership of your newly refurbished or reconfigured interior
Proven Durability
• We have manufactured more than 90 ship sets of veneered cabinets for an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) over the past four years and have not had any returned for warranty, cracking or hazing of the finish.
• We have refinished more than 300 aircraft cabinets for operators without having any warranty claims for finish problems. More than 20 of those ship sets were for a fleet operator who experienced problems with cloudy finish on their original cabinetry shortly after entry into service.
• We have upholstered more than 500 cabin seats for operators and have not experienced any returns for repairs due to workmanship.

Our Interior Capabilities
• Interior design and engineering (including an FAA ODA)
• Custom cabinetry, woodworking, inlays and paint
• Proprietary clear coat finish system that resists premature cracking or clouding of wood veneers
• Custom carpet installations
• Custom upholstery design
• Cabin communication, connectivity, management and entertainment solutions
• Various cabin lighting installations
• Cabin floor plan configuration changes
• Full internal CNC manufacturing with software assist for precision cutting and routing

Complementary Services
Financing
Greenwich AeroGroup Financial Services can provide financing alternatives to include aircraft acquisition and major modifications, refurbishments and retrofits.

Avionics
Atlantic Aero, Summit Aviation and Western Aircraft all have the capability to meet your avionics installation or upgrade needs. This ranges from wireless cabin communications to the newest cockpit avionics suites.

Other MRO Services
Our MRO facilities have the capability to provide our customers with:
• Pre-purchase examination and surveys
• Aircraft minor/major inspections
• Airframe minor/major repairs
• Engine line services
• NDT testing
• Minor and major modifications
• Avionics up-grades and installations
• Service bulletins
• Landing gear repair and overhaul
• Avionics repair and exchange
• LRU repair and exchange
• Structural, mechanical and avionics engineering
• Paint capability
• FAA, Canada (Western Aircraft only), Brazil ANAC (Planned for 2012 at Atlantic Aero) and EASA (Atlantic Aero and Western Aircraft) Certified Repair Station

Professional Amenities
Complete Fixed Base Operations (FBO) and concierge services including rental cars and hotel arrangements; meeting rooms; wireless Internet access; easy access to the aircraft while in work; customer work stations and offices.
What Makes Us Your Best Choice

Greenwich AeroGroup MRO companies combined, are comprised of approximately 300,000 square feet of space, with more than 25,000 square feet of workspace fully equipped and dedicated to cabinetry and upholstery. We also have the most passionate designers, engineers and craftsman in the business.

Our upholstery shops have access to every major supplier of leather, carpeting and fabrics. Our craftsmen cut, stitch and sew every piece of leather for seats, every fabric for curtains and every carpet with a pride of ownership. They have become known throughout the industry for their meticulous attention to detail. They work with the designers to ensure the materials used are of the highest quality and suitable for the designated purpose.

Our woodwork craftsmen are well versed in hand-crafting and fitting. We feature a state-of-the-art spray and finishing facility with freezers and ovens for composite layup and dual spray booths with auto temperature control where we apply proprietary clear coat finish system to ensure the finest finish that money can buy. This allows us to offer a 24 month warranty on our cabinet finishes.

Our Craftsmen

It takes a very disciplined and passionate person to work in the field of aviation interiors. Our experts pride themselves in being creative, scrupulously detail oriented, well organized, problem solvers, good communicators and budget responsive.

Our cabinet makers and finishers, upholsterers and carpet experts, installers and technicians have refurbished hundreds of aircraft ranging from ultra long range jets to light twin engines and rotorcraft. Their job is not business as usual – it is art. The majority of our craftsmen have spent between 12 and 25 years mastering their skills. They serve as mentors and resources for those within our companies that are still growing in their craft.
About Our Companies

Atlantic Aero
Located in Greensboro, North Carolina, Atlantic Aero is a full-service FBO, FAA certified aircraft repair station which has the capability to engineer and manufacture parts, provide routine maintenance, heavy inspections, specialized avionics installations, test and perform repairs on most avionics equipment, create new interiors, refurbish existing interiors and give cabinetry a new look. They offer services for Bombardier Challenger and Learjet, Cessna Citation, Falcon, Hawker, King Air and Socata aircraft. For more information visit www.atlantic-aero.com.

Western Aircraft
Located in Boise, Idaho, Western Aircraft is a full-service FBO and FAA certified aircraft repair station which has the capability to provide routine maintenance, heavy inspections, specialized avionics installations, full interior refurbishment services, parts support and distribution, aircraft sales and charter. The company is factory authorized for Hawker Beechcraft, Falcon, Pilatus and Piaggio and also offers Challenger aircraft services. For more information visit www.westair.com.

Summit Aviation
Located in Middletown, Delaware, Summit Aviation offers aircraft and engine maintenance and modification services on Bell, Boeing, Eurocopter, MD and Sikorsky helicopters as well as on Beechcraft King Airs, Beechjets, Cessna, Pilatus and other light jet model aircraft. The company also provides engine maintenance and support to its customers who include Pratt & Whitney, Turbomeca, and others. Summit Aviation has some on-site interior capabilities and work with our other facilities to provide the full range of interior services. They offer complete strip and paint capabilities. For more information visit www.summit-aviation.com.